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INDIGO -DATACLOUD FIRST PUBLIC RELEASE IS OUT!
INDIGO MIDNIGHTBLUE
On August 8, 2016 INDIGO-DataCloud project announced the general availability of its first public software release, codenamed 
MidnightBlue. The release comes after an initial phase of requirement gatherings which involved several European scientific 
collaborations in areas as diverse as structural biology, earth sciences, physics, bioinformatics, cultural heritage, astrophysics, life 
sciences, climatology, etc. This resulted in the development of many software components addressing existing technical gaps linked 
to easy and optimal usage of distributed data and compute resources.
INDIGO - DataCloud receives funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement RIA 653549
A consistent and modular service suite toward the definition and implementation of an efficient, 
federated  European Open Science Cloud
www.indigo-datacloud.eu
The INDIGO-DataCloud software is released under the Apache 2.0 software license and can be deployed on both public and 
private Cloud infrastructures. Release notes, installation and configuration guides, documentation and support procedures can 
be downloaded from http://repo.indigo-datacloud.eu
Stay tuned. If you want to be notified when a new release is out, register online on www.indigo-datacloud.eu. The first scientific 
applications and use cases adopting this first INDIGO release are expected starting from September 2016.
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Data Center and Storage solutions
Services and solutions allowing data and compute resource centers to increase 
efficiency for customers
Automated solutions 
A rich set of high-level automated 
functionalities for Data Centers and 
customers
User-oriented solutions
Services and solutions to improve  
the QoS user experience
Fairshare Scheduler for 
OpenStack
Userspace Container 
Support
Extended OpenStack and 
OpenNebula Functionalities
Infrastructure ManagerCloud Provider Ranker
Data Mining and Analytics for e 
Science Server 
OCCI Support for OpenStack 
and OpenNebula
Storage Quality of Service and 
Data Lifecycle Support
Global Data Access
PaaS Orchestrator QoS/SLA Management 
Service
Core PaaSIndigo Plug-ins for scientific 
workflow systems
Future Gateway (Programmabile 
Scientific Portal)
Partition Director Service for 
Batch and Cloud resources
User Authentication
Access & Usability
